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The fourth edition of the IP Stars Handbook—a Managing IP guide that identifies the leading IP

firms and lawyers in the world—has been released and it prominently ranks WilmerHale and 19 of

its partners. The firm and its lawyers were selected based upon the results of a six-month research

process that included thousands of interviews and surveys completed by partners and law firms.

The following partners are named 2016 IP Stars:

Michael Bevilacqua

David Cavanaugh

Trevor Cook

Robert Gunther

Joseph Haag

Natalie Hanlon Leh

William Lee

William McElwain

Joseph Mueller

Lisa Pirozzolo

James Quarles III

Mark Selwyn

Donald Steinberg

Anthony Trenton

Cynthia Vreeland

Seth Waxman

Amy Wigmore

Paul Wolfson

WilmerHale is also recognized in the below categories (listed by region):

United States

Bio/Life Sciences

Copyright 

Attorney Advertising

https://www.wilmerhale.com/en/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/Michael_Bevilacqua/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/David_Cavanaugh/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/trevor_cook/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/robert_gunther/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/joseph_haag/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/natalie_hanlonleh/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/william_lee/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/william_mcelwain/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/joseph_mueller/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/lisa_pirozzolo/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/mark_selwyn/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/don_steinberg/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/anthony_trenton/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/cynthia_vreeland/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/seth_waxman/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/amy_wigmore/
https://www.wilmerhale.com/paul_wolfson/


ITC

Patent Contentious

PTAB Litigation (USPTO)

California

Patent Contentious

Washington DC 

Patent Contentious

Massachusetts

Intellectual Property

The IP Stars Handbook recognizes lawyers as IP Stars, a recognition based on a lawyer's practice

and industry experience and recommendations from their peers and clients. The guide also

features a combination of detailed analysis and firm rankings specific to each jurisdiction.

Visit the IP Stars' website to view the 2016 rankings and editorial.

Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP is a Delaware limited liability partnership. WilmerHale principal law offices: 60 State Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02109, +1 617 526 6000; 2100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC 20037, +1 202 663 6000. Our United Kingdom office is operated under a separate Delaware limited liability partnership of solicitors and registered foreign lawyers authorized and regulated by the Solicitors
Regulation Authority (SRA No. 287488). Our professional rules can be found at www.sra.org.uk/solicitors/code-of-conduct.page. A list of partners and their professional qualifications is available for inspection at our UK office. In
Beijing, we are registered to operate as a Foreign Law Firm Representative Office. This material is for general informational purposes only and does not represent our advice as to any particular set of facts; nor does it represent
any undertaking to keep recipients advised of all legal developments. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. © 2004-2024 Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP

http://www.ipstars.com/countries/us/us

